




SYNOPSIS

Five years after surviving the all-out war between the 
Sanno and Hanabishi crime families, former yakuza 
boss Otomo now works in South Korea for Mr. Chang, 
a renowned fixer whose influence extends into  
Japan. A relatively minor incident causes tensions 
to rise between Chang Enterprises and the faraway 
powerful Hanabishi. The growing conflict gets out of 
hand and ignites a ferocious power struggle among 
the top echelons of the Hanabishi. When eventually 
Chang's life is endangered, devoted yakuza Otomo 
returns to Japan to settle things once and for all.



The first OUTRAGE [2010] depicted a hierar-
chy-breaking game of survival amongst clans un-
der the Sanno, the largest crime organization in 
the Kanto region. Its sequel OUTRAGE BEYOND 
[2012] portrayed a major conflict between the San-
no in the eastern Kanto region and the Hanabishi 
in the western Kansai region. The conflict resulted 
in the expansion of the Hanabishi at the expense of 
the Sanno weakening into just another small-time 
organization. In this last chapter OUTRAGE CODA, 
the culminating conflict expands from Japan to 
South Korea.

How will they settle the score?

Backstabbing, double-crossing and flying bullets.
The OUTRAGE series finally returns,  
and an all-out war breaks out!



TAKESHI KITANO  (writer, editor, director)
Takeshi Kitano launched his directorial career with VIOLENT COP (‘89), in which he also 
starred under his performer's name Beat Takeshi. He continued to direct feature films in 
the following years: BOILING POINT ('90), A SCENE AT THE SEA (’91), Sonatine  (’93), 
GETTING ANY? (‘95) and KIDS RETURN (’96) until finally establishing his acclaim 
as a master filmmaker with HANA-BI (‘97), the winner of the Golden Lion at the 1997 
Venice Film Festival, which garnered him numerous domestic and international awar-
ds. He followed it up with KIKUJIRO (’99); the internationally co-produced action film, 
BROTHER  (’01); Dolls (’02) and then his first period film, ZATOICHI (’03) won him the  
Venice Silver Lion Best Director award. His self-reflective trilogy; TAKESHIS’ (’05); GLORY 
TO THE FILMMAKER! (’07); ACHILLES AND THE TORTOISE (’08) followed. His subse-
quent films such as OUTRAGE ('10), a violence entertainment film where “everyone is 
a villain,” its sequel OUTRAGE BEYOND ('12) and his comedy RYUZO AND HIS SEVEN 
HENCHMEN ('15) were all box office hits. OUTRAGE CODA is his 18th film as a director.



THE HANABISHI JAPAN’S LARGEST CRIME ORGANISATION

Chairman Nomura
Ren OHSUGI

Morishima, Deputy Underboss /
Direct Assistant to Chairman 
IttOkU kISHIBe

Nishino, the Hanabishi Underboss
tOSHIyUkI nISHIDA

Hanada, the Hanabishi Executive

PIeRRe tAkI

Nakata, the Hanabishi Deputy Underboss 
SAnSeI SHIOMI

Maruyama, Hanada’s Henchman

tAIzO HARADA



CHANG ENTERPRISES

Chairman Chang
tOkIO kAneDA

Otomo 
BeAt tAkeSHI

Lee, Chang’s right-hand man
HAkURyU

Choi, Chang’s Lieutenant 
kAnjI tSUDA

Ichikawa
nAO OMORI

INFLUENTIAL FIXER WHOSE POWER ENCOMPASSES JAPAN AND SOUTH KOREA



THE SANNO

Shiroyama, the Sanno Chairman 
tAtSUO nADAkA

Gomi, the Sanno Underboss
ken MItSUISHI

Yoshioka of the Kimura Family 
HIROyUkI IkeUCHI

FORMERLY A BIG-TIME ORGANIZATION, NOW JUST ONE OF MANY HANABISHI SUBSIDIARIES

ANTI-GANG INVESTIGATORS (a.k.a. “Maru-Bo”)
ORGANISED CRIME DEPARTMENT OF THE METROPOLITAN POLICE

Detective Hirayama
IkUjI nAkAMURA

Detective Shigeta
yUtAkA MAtSUSHIGe



THE ORIGINS OF OUTRAGE CODA
During the production of 2012's OUTRAGE BEYOND, 
Takeshi Kitano hinted at his wish to make one more fea-
ture to conclude the series and his rough idea for its plot.  
“Kitano had clearly wanted to conclude this ensemble cas-
ting saga of a film series centering on his own character 
Otomo without insinuating seed for possible trouble like he 
did in OUTRAGE BEYOND,” recalls Masayuki Mori, the pro-
ducer. “He succeeded in making OUTRAGE BEYOND more 
intricate and grander than the first OUTRAGE. And with  
OUTRAGE CODA, he went for depth. It’s a suspenseful story 
with a certain depth to it where power struggle blows out 
of proportion and everyone's desire collides head-on. Eve-
ryone is prepared to annihilate the other so as to pursue his 
own agenda. Rather than depicting conflicts on an organi-
zational level, in OUTRAGE CODA everyone's individuality 
and consequences are laid bare. That’s the uniqueness that 
differentiates the last chapter from the earlier ones." 

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION



THE SHOOT
Principal photography of OUTRAGE CODA started on 
July 18, 2016 and wrapped on September 17. It was, as is 
always the case with Takeshi Kitano, shot as scheduled. 
One of the most talked about elements in the OUTRAGE 
series is how characters die. Kitano meticulously takes 
notes every time he conceives a new idea for killing off a 
character and the deaths are certainly part of the film se-
ries’ highlights. Another distinctive feature of Kitano’s film-
making is his spontaneity in rewriting the script while shoo-
ting. The production team hands out revised pages in print 
every time a change is made. The cast and crew follow the 
constant script changes by manually pasting new pages 
to their script (Japanese film/TV scripts are usually book-
bound.) By the time shooting finished, the book is half a 
book thicker than when it started. That was Kitano’s way 
of weaving a story of reckless behavior among bad guys.

CONVERGENCE OF OLD AND NEW FACES
As to the casting, producer Masayuki Mori explains, “Everyone was 
picked in the process of looking for an actor who best fit the image of 
a given character.” For Nao Omori, who worked on Kitano’s Dolls and 
ACHILLES AND THE TORTOISE, it was “a dream-come-true moment.” 
Taizo Harada, who plays Maruyama, the assailant trying to kill Chair-
man Chang, recalls “finding myself shouting at the top of my lungs 
at the joy of being chosen.” Hiroyuki Ikeuchi reminisces, “it’s always 
been one of my goals as an actor to appear in a Takeshi Kitano film so 
I was genuinely surprised that I was cast.” Ren Ohsugi plays Nomu-
ra, a newly appointed chairman who came from square background, 
in his tenth collaboration with Kitano as director. Ittoku Kishibe, ap-
pearing in Kitano films for the first time in more than a decade since 
ZATOICHI, plays Morishima the Hanabishi executive assistant to the 
Chairman. Pierre Taki, another first timer, plays Hanada, a Hanabishi 
yakuza who ignites the spark that starts the whole war, describes the 
film as “a must-see facial battle of actors.”



RECKLESSNESS, MADNESS & OTOMO'S UNFINISHED BUSINESS
Of all the out of control characters in OUTRAGE CODA, unstoppable 
Otomo, played by Beat Takeshi, is the most extreme. He cannot help 
but return to Japan once he learns his mentor Chang’s life is endan-
gered. How Otomo, “the old-fashioned yakuza,” as Nishino describes 
him, behaves in order to maintain his sense of dignity is the bedrock 
of the film. Producer Masayuki Mori describes the shoot-out scene 
in a cramped space of a car as “the scene that symbolizes Otomo’s 
transformation of a man of madness.” The showdown came with a 
scene of a welcome party, which required a whole lot of additional 
action/stunt department specialists and extras. With Kitano’s pre-
cise direction even to small details of movements of characters, the 
scene is reminiscent of that famous scene from his masterpiece, 
Sonatine. Otomo’s recklessness continues and reaches its peak as 
we witness him avenge his sworn brother Kimura (Hideo Nakano), 
who was assassinated in OUTRAGE BEYOND. The violent three-part  
OUTRAGE saga comes to a full stop but the pathos of violence and 
the hollowness of the bad guys will linger in the audience's mind.  



THE MUSIC OF OUTRAGE CODA
Keiichi Suzuki, Kitano’s musical collaborator in ZATOICHI and all Kita-
no films since OUTRAGE, composed the music for OUTRAGE CODA. 
It was a sense of sadness for which he was most conscious, maintains 
Suzuki. “What I felt upon watching dailies was a sense of sadness 
that never gets quenched, that lurks behind the surface amongst 
the guys who put themselves in the world of violence. The director 
himself said to me ‘it’s a sad one.’” He proposed to Kitano the idea 
of adding a little more melodic element into the film's score than in 
previous OUTRAGE films. One thing that Suzuki was conscious upon 
composing was not to put overly sad notes on it and let the music 
become verbose in terms of sentimentality as the photography itself 
bears enough sadness. Suzuki worked with Kitano for the process of 
finding the right amount of notes for the score in which a dry abstract 
kind of sadness is condensed in a melodic line of piano. Suzuki en-
joyed the mixing process where they create collaboratively the overall 
soundscape that best serves the image by adjusting the sound of his 
music through a balance between music and sound effects. Producer 
Masayuki Mori is generous with praise: “The biggest difference about 
a musical collaboration with Kitano is that a composer is required to 
reflect the director’s intention more minutely rather than to compose 
and submits pieces in specified length. Suzuki’s approach is always 
flexible because his perspective is not just that of a composer, but that 
of a producer/composer.”
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KEIICHI SUZUKI
KATSUMI YANAGIJIMA
HITOSHI TAKAYA
NORIHIRO ISODA
YOSHIFUMI KUREISHI
TAKEFUMI YOSHIKAWA
HIROFUMI INABA
YUJI SAITO
KAZUKO KUROSAWA
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